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Pierhouse and OKI: Powering smart in-store 

printing and signage solutions to Retail



Today’s retail market is a fiercely competitive arena. 
The modern day customer has taken control and now 
dictates their own terms of engagement.  Retailers 
need to be agile and adapt to meet shopper needs 
across any channel, at any time, in any place, 

providing a rich and engaging environment, 
enabling customers to buy more. The retail store 
remains at the heart of the consumer buying 
journey, for research, trial and experience through 
to final purchase.  

Connecting with customers in-store
Engaging with customers during their buying journey presents a key challenge for Retailers, yet with 85%3  
of customers preferring a personalised shopping experience, this is a must in order to remain competitive.  
OKI and Pierhouse understand these challenges and through close collaboration have developed a unique 
solution helping Retailers to work smarter in-store.  Bringing together leading edge signage software with 
printing technology excellence, our solution delivers in-store innovation.

Pierhouse and OKI: Powering smart in-store printing  

and signage solutions to Retail

Step 1

Access Neticket from display panel. Our 
solution enables in-store staff to access all 
ticket and store signage templates directly 
from the OKI Smart MFP display interface.

Step 2 

At the click of a button, in-store staff can view new tickets specific to 
their exact store format and product range. 

Step 3 

Select the tickets required and send them to print. 
All printer settings are already preset to the smart MFP. 
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With 90%1 of sales still being made in-store and 76%2 of purchase decisions 
directly influenced at the shelf edge, this is a crucial area for retailers.

3 simple steps to output in store tickets



Benefits

• Best of breed printing technology combined  with leading edge smart signage software

• User friendly interface reducing the number of labour hours & printing errors

• No additional technology or integration required

• High impact signage printed in-store providing detailed product information, compelling 

 offers, images bundles & customer reviews 

• Increased sales conversion rates and sales uplift in-store 

• Presenting a consistent brand image with messages that match other high quality signage    

 elsewhere in-store, providing consistency and personalisation to customers across all channels

• Powering omnichannel strategy and turning big data insights into in-store action

The templates and printer status are controlled at head office and made available to each specific MFP, 
simplifying the printing process and reducing labour time and human errors, whilst monitoring printer 
usage and output. The cloud based data feed is essential to ensure that all the latest up to date pricing and 
information is used. 
 
Real-time Retail becomes a reality, as stores can react to market conditions and have promotions and 
supporting signage up and running within minutes. Thanks to the unique first in class OKI LED technology 
in-store staff will also benefit from unsurpassed media flexibility, outstanding print quality and consistency 
combined with great colour depth and accuracy promoting engaging environment, enabling customers to 
buy more.

OKI printers offer fantastic user experience thanks to user-friendly touch panel and end user 
self maintenance combined with full peace of mind thanks to the comprehensive extended 
warranty and efficient OKI Customer Care Team; moreover simple and no quibble toner 
replacement. OKI printers are also environmentally friendly solutions thanks to the advanced 
LED technology.

Powering omnichannel strategy & turning big data insight into in-store action
Our solution offers high impact tickets across all paper and digital channels, 
enabling Retailers to be reactive to market conditions, whilst also ensuring 
compliance and brand consistency across price and promotional messages.  
We are the vehicle for turning big data insight into actionable in-store tactics.
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Price tickets printed  
on perforated media using 
the NetTickIT solution.



To discover more about how OKI & Pierhouse can help you work smarter in-store contact us at:

 OKI Systems (UK) Ltd
E marketing.team@okieurope.co.uk  
T +44 (0) 1784 274300  
 www.oki.co.uk

 Pierhouse Global HQ 
E  sales@pierhouse.co.uk  
T  +44 (0) 1252 735000  
 www.pierhouse.co.uk OKI

About OKI

OKI Systems UK, part of OKI Europe, a division of 
OKI Data Corporation is one of the UK’s leading 
business-to-business printer brands. It is dedicated 
to continuously improving the quality of products, 
applications and services to help increase the 
efficiency and reduce the carbon footprint of 
businesses and other organisations

OKI has a strong heritage in retail and currently 
supplies some of the top industry names. The latest 
printers cover many operating areas from marketing 
to point of sale and invoicing. These, combined 
with a managed print or managed document service 
from OKI or its partners can have a dramatic impact 
on operational processes, introducing major 
efficiencies and reduce paper and energy use.
 
 
About Pierhouse 

Pierhouse provides smart in-store signage to 
retailers across the world, delivering high impact 
tickets across paper and digital formats, enabling 
agility in a fiercely competitive marketplace.

Customers love the rich in-store experience brought 
to them by the NetTickIT ® platform. The right 
information, in the right place, at the right time for 
easy shopping decisions.

Retailers love NetTickIT’s® proven ROI  
benefits - dynamic in-store promotions,  
efficient storeprocesses, centralised reporting and 
compliance as well as multi-lingual,  
multi-currency capabilities.  

The cloud based platform provides fast, seamless 
integration with legacy systems and offers a flexible 
framework for incorporating in-store innovations 
such as shelf edge labels, digital media, QR codes, 
integrated product reviews and augmented reality. 
NetTickIT ® powers omnichannel experience and 
turns big data analytics into store action at the  
shelf edge.

Pierhouse is passionate about Retail and with 
installations in over 60 countries across multiple 
Retail sectors, we are the in-store signage experts.


